
ABSTRACT─Mobile unique WebPages vary 

substantially from their computing device 

counterparts in content, format and functionality. 

Accordingly, current techniques to discover 

malicious web sites are not likely to paintings for 

such WebPages. In this paper, we layout and enforce 

kAYO, a mechanism that distinguishes between 

malicious and benign mobile WebPages. KAYO 

makes this determination based on static functions of 

a website starting from the variety of iframes to the 

presence of recognized fraudulent cell phone 

numbers. First, we experimentally reveal the need for 

mobile unique strategies after which pick out a range 

of recent static capabilities that surprisingly correlate 

with mobile malicious WebPages. We then apply 

kAYO to a dataset of over 350,000 recognized benign 

and malicious cell WebPages and exhibit ninety% 

accuracy in category. Moreover, we discover, signify 

and document a number of WebPages neglected by 

means of Google Safe surfing and VirusTotal, but 

detected by kAYO. Finally, we construct a browser 

extension using kAYO to guard users from malicious 

mobile web sites in real-time. In doing so, we provide 

the first static evaluation approach to stumble on 

malicious mobile WebPages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile devices are increasingly getting used to access 

the net. However, notwithstanding vast advances in 

processor energy and bandwidth, the browsing revel in 

on mobile gadgets is significantly special. These 

variations can in large part be attributed to the 

dramatic reduction of display length, which impacts 

the content material, functionality and format of 

mobile WebPages. Content, functionality and layout 

have frequently been used to perform static analysis to 

decide maliciousness within the laptop area. Features 

which include the frequency of iframes and the wide 

variety of redirections have historically served as 

robust signs of malicious purpose. Due to the 

tremendous changes made to deal with cell gadgets, 

such assertions may additionally not be authentic. For 

instance, whereas such behavior could be flagged as 

suspicious inside the computer setting, many popular 

benign cellular WebPages require a couple of 

redirections before users advantage gets admission to 

to content material. Previous techniques also fail to 
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recall cellular particular web site elements along with 

calls to cellular APIs. For instance, links that spawn 

the cell phone’s dialer (and the popularity of the 

number itself) can offer sturdy evidence of the intent 

of the web page. New gear are consequently necessary 

to pick out malicious pages inside the cellular net. In 

this paper, we present kAYO1, a fast and reliable static 

analysis approach to stumble on malicious cell web- 

pages. KAYO makes use of static functions of mobile 

WebPages derived from their HTML and JavaScript 

content, URL and advanced cellular unique 

competencies. We first experimentally demonstrate 

that the distributions of equal static features while 

extracted from computing device and cellular 

WebPages range dramatically. We then accumulate 

over 350,000 mobile benign and malicious WebPages 

over a length of three months. We then use a binomial 

category approach to increase a model for kAYO to 

provide 90% accuracy and 89% actual fantastic rate. 

KAYO’s performance fits or exceeds that of present 

static techniques used within the laptop space. KAYO 

additionally detects some of malicious cellular 

WebPages now not exactly detected by means of 

present strategies together with VirusTotal and Google 

Safe Browsing. Finally, we discuss the restrictions of 

existing tools to locate cell malicious WebPages and 

build a browser extension primarily based on kAYO 

that gives real-time feedback to cellular browser users. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Content-based and in-depth inspection techniques 

to hit upon malicious websites: 

 Dynamic techniques using virtual machines and 

honey consumer device offer deeper visibility into the 

conduct of a web site. Therefore, such systems have a 

very low fake positive fee and are more accurate. 

However, downloading and executing each website 

influences performance and hinders scalability of 

dynamic strategies. This performance penalty may be 

prevented with the aid of using static approaches. 

Static methods rely upon the structural and lexical 

homes of a website and do not execute the content of 

the web site. One such method of detecting malicious 

URLs is the use of statistical strategies for URL 

category based totally on a URL’s lexical and host-

primarily based houses. However, URL-based totally 

techniques commonly be afflicted by excessive fake 

positive fees. Using HTML and JavaScript functions 

extracted from a webpage similarly to URL type 

enables deal with this drawback and gives better result. 

Static processes avoid overall performance penalty of 

dynamic techniques. Additionally, using rapid and 

dependable static procedures to detect benign 

WebPages can keep away from steeply-priced in-

intensity evaluation of all WebPages.  

Differences among cell and computing device web 

sites:  

All these strategies for malicious website detection 

have targeted on websites constructed for laptop 

browsers within the past. Mobile browsers were 

proven to vary from their computer counterparts in 

terms of safety. Although differences in cellular and 

computing device web sites were observed before, it's 

far uncertain how these differences impact safety. 

Furthermore, the threats on cell and computer web 

sites are quite one of a kind. Static evaluation 

strategies using features of desktop WebPages have 

been mainly studied for force-by using-downloads on 

desktop websites, while, the biggest chance on the cell 

internet at gift is assumed to be phishin. Efforts in 

mitigating phishing assaults on laptop web sites 

consist of isolating browser programs of different 
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agree with degree, e-mail filtering, using content 

material-based features and blacklists. The first-rate-

known non-proprietary content-based totally approach 

to locate phishing WebPages is Cantina. Cantina 

suffers from overall performance problems due to the 

time lag concerned in querying the Google search 

engine. Moreover, Cantina does now not paintings 

nicely on WebPages written in languages aside from 

English. Finally, present techniques do now not 

account for brand new mobile threats which includes 

known fraud telephone numbers that try to cause the 

dialer on the Smartphone. Consequently, whether or 

not present static evaluation strategies to detect 

malicious desktop websites will work nicely on cell 

websites is but to be explored.  

Mobile software security: 

 Significant paintings have been achieved within the 

past few years on the security of cell packages. Static 

feature extraction, specially with recognize to 

permissions, has been one of the maximum essential 

early regions of studies. Such techniques have led to 

dramatically more speedy detection of malicious 

packages throughout number marketplaces.  

DNS based strategies to discover malicious domain 

names: 

 A famous technique in detecting malicious interest at 

the net is by using leveraging distinguishing 

capabilities between malicious and benign DNS 

utilization. Both passive DNS monitoring and 

energetic DNS probing methods had been used to 

discover malicious domain names. While a number of 

those efforts targeted totally on detecting speedy flux 

service community another also can stumble on 

domains enforcing phishing and pressure-through-

downloads. DNS based mechanisms do not provide 

deeper expertise of the specific hobby carried out by 

using a webpage or domain. 

3. FRAME WORK 

 

Fig.1: Architecture of the mobile browser extension 

based on kAYO. User enters the URL he desires to go 

to within the extension toolbar and gets a response in 

actual-time from our backend server approximately 

the maliciousness of the URL. If the URL is benign in 

keeping with kAYO, the web page of interest is 

rendered inside the browser. Otherwise, the person is 

proven a caution message to not go to the URL. 

Building a browser extension based on kAYO 

provides price for two motives. First, the mobile 

unique layout of kAYO enables detection of new 

threats previously unseen through existing services 

(e.G., pages including junk mail phone numbers). 

Second, building an extension lets in on the spot use 

of our approach. We talk different potential avenues of 

adopting kAYO in Section 7.Three. We evolved a 

browser extension the use of kAYO for Firefox 

Mobile9, which informs users approximately the 

maliciousness of the WebPages they intend to visit. 

Our goal was to construct an extension that runs in 

actual-time. Therefore, in preference to strolling the 

characteristic extraction process in a cell browser, we 

outsourced the processing intensive capabilities to a 

backend server. Figure 6 shows the structure of the 

extension. User enters the URL he wants to go to in 

the extension toolbar. The extension then opens a 
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socket and sends the URL and user agent information 

to kAYO’s backend server over HTTPS. The server 

crawls the mobile URL and extracts static functions 

from the webpage. This feature set is input to kAYO’s 

educated version, which classifies the web site as 

malicious or benign. The output is then dispatched 

back to the consumer’s browser in actual-time. If the 

URL is benign according to kAYO, the extension 

renders the intended web site inside the browser 

robotically. Otherwise, a caution message is shown to 

the person recommending them no longer to visit the 

URL. Users of the extension will browse each cellular 

precise and laptop WebPages considering the fact that 

not all web sites provide a cell unique model. Recall 

that being a cellular unique method, kAYO does now 

not perform properly on computing device WebPages. 

Consequently, processing all pages of hobby through 

kAYO may output wrong outcomes for laptop 

WebPages. To cope with this hassle, the backend 

server first detects whether or not the meant website is 

cellular precise using the equal method explained. The 

web site is processed through kAYO handiest if it's far 

cell. The laptop WebPages are analyzed the use of 

Google Safe Browsing. Note that any other existing 

method for detecting laptop malicious WebPages may 

be used rather than Google Safe Browsing. We 

accomplished manual analysis of 100 randomly 

selected URLs (90 benign and 10 malicious) from our 

check dataset and measured the performance of kAYO 

in real-time. On an average, an output become 

rendered in 829 ms on average from the time the 

consumer entered a URL in kAYO’s toolbar. We 

argue that the good overall performance is because of 

cautious selection of quickly extractable capabilities 

and lower complexity of mobile WebPages as 

compared to computing device WebPages. The 

maximum delay in result era became visible in 

scraping the enter web site from its respective server. 

Caching already scraped WebPages can reduce this 

postpone, as we verified experimentally, by way of a 

mean of 85%. A display shot of our browser extension 

at work. We plan to make the extension to be had 

publicly post book. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Mobile specific WebPages fluctuate appreciably from 

their computing device counterparts in content, format 

and functionality. Accordingly, current strategies to 

come across malicious web sites are not likely to work 

for such WebPages. In this paper, author implements 

kAYO, a mechanism that distinguishes among 

malicious and benign cellular WebPages. KAYO 

makes this determination based totally on static 

capabilities of a web site ranging from the quantity of 

iframes to the presence of acknowledged fraudulent 

phone numbers. 

Now-a-days separate internet pages are designing for 

cell gadgets and to steal information from user mobile 

a few malicious net clothier will put links inside the 

internet site, while user click on such hyperlink then 

consumer can be directed to malicious web page on 

the way to thieve user statistics from tool. To conquer 

from such issues many utility has layout but they were 

now not evaluating all functions to hit upon malicious 

pages evaluate to this paper technique KAYO. 

In this paper author is the usage of above functions to 

pick out net web page is malicious or no longer. To put 

in force this idea I downloaded a few cell WebPages 

from net and then follow above capabilities approach 

to decide whether web site is benign or malicious. 

Dataset internet pages are to be had internal dataset 

folder. To execute venture double click on ‘run.Bat’ 
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document to get underneath display.

 

 

Detection Chart was displays the graph for no of 

malicious and benign pages. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Mobile WebPages are considerably specific than their 

laptop counterparts in content material, functionality 

and format. Therefore, present techniques using static 

functions of desktop WebPages to locate malicious 

conduct do no longer work nicely for cell specific 

pages. We designed and developed a fast and 

dependable static evaluation approach referred to as 

kAYO that detects mobile malicious WebPages. 

KAYO makes these detections via measuring 44 

mobile relevant functions from WebPages, out of 

which 11 are newly recognized mobile precise 

features. KAYO affords 90% accuracy in 

classification, and detects some of malicious mobile 

WebPages inside the wild that aren't detected with the 

aid of present strategies such as Google Safe Browsing 

and VirusTotal. Finally, we build a browser extension 

using kAYO that gives real-time comments to users. 

We conclude that kAYO detects new cellular precise 

threats consisting of web sites website hosting known 

fraud numbers and takes step one toward identifying 

new security challenges inside the present day cell net. 
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